Abstract. In this paper, the structure of CAD system for gauge has been established. By creating parameters model of gauge, smooth limit gauge is developed and designed using the computer aided design calculations in the environment of VC6.0 and UG NX 6.0, in order to improve the gauge design efficiency, the use of parametric technology, by constructing a parametric volume and scale, to establish ways gauge parameter database by the size of drive technology achieve rapid design of the overall gauge.
Introduction
In machinery manufacturing, the shaft diameter of the workpiece, the aperture meets the technical requirements, can be smooth limit gauge for testing. Smooth limit gauge is no specific test tool scale is to facilitate the inspection of product quality and design system to do, cheaper than using a universal measuring instrument test time and effort. Only the parts for testing a gauge within the acceptable size range, but can not obtain specific numerical part specific size, shape and position errors. In the design of the gauge, designers need to consult gauge design parameters, and a lot of calculations, a larger workload, and sometimes man-made calculation errors. To this end, developed and designed using the computer to smooth limit gauge aided design calculations, in order to improve the gauge design efficiency, the use of parametric technology, by constructing a parametric volume and scale, to establish ways gauge parameter database by the size of drive technology achieve rapid design of the overall gauge.
The Overall Structure of the Gauge CAD System
On the UG platform, using the seconded development of UG Open, C / S structure which has two layers are adopted, namely the client layer and the data layer. The client layer mainly completes the storage of the gauge information, deleting the gauge information and the parameterization modelling of the gauge. The data layer uses the Access database, mainly used to store the gauge data information, including gauge dimension, gauge tolerances, gauge parameters, to provide data support for the customer layer. The overall structure of the gauge CAD system is shown on the figure 1 shows. 
Parametric Model of the Gauge
The plain limit gauge is a kind of the scale measuring tool. It can be "go" and "no-go" pass the workpiece method to determine whether the workpiece within the specified acceptance limits, and can not measure the actual size of the workpiece and the shape and position error values. When a hole or axis of a single feature is marked with inclusion requirements, a gauge can be used to verify it. The standard gauge is based on the Taylor principle (i.e., the principle of limit size judgment). Taylor principle provides the gauge (referred to as the general rule, with the Chinese phonetic prefix T) should be seized with the workpiece of the prototype parts are similar, and be able to check all the size of the workpiece was seized parameters, and stop the end of the gauge Z), the individual parts of the workpiece should be inspected separately. From the point of view of interchange ability requirements, this is the most reliable, otherwise there may be errors.
Figure 2. The parameters of Model
During the parametric modelling of the gauge, the sketch is constrained during the sketch drawing. At this time it is necessary to have a reasonable and accurate expression and to establish the relationship between parameters in order to create accurately the parameters of the model of gauge.
First of all the main parameters need to be determined. In the rapid design process of user, the main parameters input by the user can be achieved through the dialog box in order to generate the model, and can fully control the characteristics of the model and size parameters. When the main parameters are determined, the other parameters, which can be defined as auxiliary parameters, can be determined by the main parameters calculating the expression. Then, the main parameters of the input dialog box can be designed through the design of the dialog box function provided by the UG software.
After the parameter is determined, it can greatly simplify the process of parameterization design. Enter the parameter expression in the UG dialog box, which has been designed, as long as the main parameters and constant parameters can be determined to drive the other auxiliary parameters. This will be able to achieve the parametric design of the automatic calculation, and to prepare for the realization of automatic design.
Database Structure
The gauge database contains four attributes, namely the basic dimensions and tolerance, tolerance value T and position elements Z.
The gauge basic dimensions database are created according to the content of table 1.Then, using UI Open to develop the procedure in order to search the dimension of parameter model.
The tolerance database is created according to the content of table2. The procedure is developed using UI Open in order to search the tolerance of the gauge.
Then, procedure calculated the deviation of go gauge and no-go gauge can be programmed. Upper deviation of the go gauge can be calculated by the following equation:
Lower deviation of the go gauge can be calculated by the following equation: 
Lower deviation of the no-go gauge can be calculated by the following equation:
Conclusion
According to the above content, the CAD system has been developed by the development platform of Visual C++ 6.0 on the environment of UG NX 6.0.
For the convenience of users, the UG Menu has been created by the .men file, which is saved in the directory startup valued the environment variable UGII_USER_DIR.
The figure 4 . Using the method provided in this paper, the rapid design of the gauge can realize, which laid the foundation for the design of the automatic measuring tool.
